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“FARRAH”	

A	tale	of	the		
often	glamorous,		

frequently	complicated,			
and	always	riveting	
love	story	between		

the	biggest	TV	star	in	the	
world	during	the	1970’s	

(Farrah	Fawcett)	
	and	the	biggest		

film	star	of	the	decade		
(Ryan	O’Neal).	

For	details,		
please	enquire.	



Farrah	
and	
Ryan



Farrah	at	the	Oscars	with	Marcello	Mastroianni,	
presenting	an	Academy	Award	to	“Star	Wars.”	



Andy	Warhol’s	polaroids	of	Farrah	and	Ryan.	
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YEAR  
OF  

THE HAT



a  
lookbook 



for  
the  

upcoming



romantic  
comedy



from filmmaker 
JOHN HUDDLES



Audrey Hepburn in  
“My Fair Lady.” 

----Granville Davies,  
our story’s leading man 
and heroic hatmaker.

“A hat is a dream 
that you have on 

the outside of 
your head.” 



The 
Story: 



A brilliant but 
down-on-his-luck  

English  
    hat designer ... 



Granville 
Davies 

Casting  
Concept: 
Andrew  
Garfield



travels from London ... 



… to Seville



to compete  
in the 

prestigious 
International 

Festival  
   Of The Hat ... 



which Spain is 
hosting for 2020 ...



and where Granville’s 
fortunes might finally 

turn around ... 



as, at last, he gets to 
show his genius hat 

designs ...  



to the world. 



But on arrival in 
Seville he learns that 
his main competition 
for first prize at the 
festival is his former 
girlfriend (and still 

the love of his life) ...  



... the elegant 
Frenchwoman 
(and already 

successful  
hat designer) 
Marcelline  
de Bedel. 

Casting Concept: 
Gal Gadot



It doesn’t help that 
Marcelline’s 

handsome new 
boyfriend, Chinese 

tech billionaire, 
Junjie, becomes 

Granville’s instant 
nemesis, further 

throwing our 
hatmaker off his 

game. 



Things go from 
bad to worse 

when Granville’s 
hat masterpiece, 

a diamond-
studded 

confection, is 
stolen by 

Australian jewel 
thieves hours  
before the 

competition’s 
final round ...  



Help arrives when 
Granville’s 

disapproving 
accountant from 

London, Lizzie West, 
shows up at the 

festival unexpectedly.  



She’s there to save 
Granville from himself: 

no easy feat ... 

Casting Concept: 
Vanessa Kirby



Meanwhile 
Granville is now 

focused on the idea 
of winning 

Marcelline back.  



Marcelline 
clearly still has 

feelings for him, 
but seems 

committed to  
her new life 
with Junjie. 



Junjie isn’t taking 
any chances: he 
does everything 
he can to make 
Granville look 
like a fool in 
front of the 

festival audience.  



It’s a story 
crackling with 

romantic electricity: 
love as a shock to 

the system.



Running through it all 
is Granville’s 

determination to wow 
the festival judges 

(and wow Marcelline 
in the bargain) with 

his spectacular hats ...  







Otherwise he’ll have to return to his 
day ob as a sock designer in London: 
a failure--and alone. 



But the woman he’s 
trying to impress at 
the festival is also 
the hatmaker he’s 

trying to beat. 



And Marcelline’s hats 
are some of the most 
gorgeous creations  

on the planet ...







It’s complicated.  



BTW, 
the men  

in our story  
get in on 
the hat 
action 

   too ... 





“Men’s hats make 
a comeback”! 

—- The New York Times



COMPARABLE  
FILM: 



“With the right hat on, 
nothing else matters.” 

--Ancient Proverb 



YEAR 
OF THE 

HAT
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What if Stonehenge 
were switched on 

again   ...



... and it worked? 



“STONEHENGE” 

The Story …



At Cambridge University ... 



... England, 2021 ...



... a cocky charmer 
finishing his Ph.D. in 

the new field of 
acoustic archeology  

(“Mungo”) ...



... and his brilliant 
but mysterious 

girlfriend,  
a duke’s daughter, 
“Lady Thisbe” ... 



... join up with 
the university’s 
reigning DJ ... 



... to decode 
the connection 

between 
dance music ...  



... and the true purpose of 
Stonehenge ...  



... revealing the unimagined power for life and goodness 
that the standing stones still hold in reserve. 



This is Wintry House, family home of 
Lady Thisbe and the location for some of 

our story’s more spectacular action.







Mungo’s  
lab in the 
acoustical 

engineering 
department  

at Cambridge  ...



 ... where he conducts his experiments on sound-based phenomena.  



A Cambridge 
grad student 

participating in 
one of Mungo’s 

vibrational 
studies.   



A MOOD BOARD  
OF LOOKS  

AND LOCATIONS  

FOR THE  
SCI-FI /  

THRILLER

The beauty of sound waves ... 

... pumped through water droplets in Mungo’s lab.



Our story’s climax at Stonehenge, 
where Mungo and Thisbe make a 

supreme sacrifice to achieve  
the connection that humanity has 

yearned for since the beginning ... 



... and where the link to 
the Eternal is finally 

clicked. 

The result: our faith in 
Heaven above is restored 

… as inspiration flows 
again to all humankind. 



THE GLOBAL AUDIENCE FOR “STONEHENGE” ... 

The mystery of Stonehenge endlessly fascinates. 

People around the world are enduringly drawn to 
Stonehenge both in their imaginations and in 
reality: with a million visitors every year, it’s one 
of Britain’s most visited sites. Europeans, Asians, 
North and South Americans, and Australians all 
flock to see it. 

Everyone wants to feel the power of Stonehenge; 
everyone wants to know its true purpose. 

Stonehenge, as it stood 
 circa 2000 B.C.





STONEHENGE
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a spy thriller  
+ love story 
of the 1950’s  

and 60’s 

THE

OPTION
FOURTH



A Spy 
Romance 



of the  
late 1950’s 

and early 60’s



a lookbook for 
the feature film 



Inspired by the true story of Jim Thompson,  
founder of Jim Thompson’s Thai Silk Company.  



Producing Thai silk fabrics 
for the world’s  

most fashionable women 
from his villa on a klong  
in Bangkok, the real-life 

Thompson became  
the most famous  
American expat  

in all of Southeast Asia 
during the 1950’s.  

He was a 
fashion designer  

spy  
art collector  

captain of industry 
  and bon vivant.  



But it was Thompson’s disappearance in 1967 
that made him the legendary subject of the 

greatest unsolved mystery  
in Asia of the 20th century ... 

...  a mystery from which our story takes its 
inspiration (though our version features a 

much younger leading man). 



Our story is set in 
Washington, D.C. ...



... at Uluru in Australia ...



... in the Cameron Highlands of Malaysia ....



... in Bangkok ...



... and across Thailand. 



THE  
  FOURTH 	   
	 OPTION



from  
filmmaker 

John Huddles



THE STORY 



An American playboy 
of the late 1950’s  
(Brune O’Bryan) 

Casting concept:  
Andrew Garfield  

... 



... is forced by his  
CIA spymaster father 
 to buckle down ... 



... become a secret    
agent in Thailand ...

(while posing as a 
designer in a famous 
Bangkok dress shop)  ... 



... and obtain 
political intelligence 

there by seducing the 
beautiful wives of the 
most powerful men  

in Asia.



The woman Brune falls for 
along the way (Frances 
Hazeltine) might be his true 
love or his worst enemy. 

By day she’s a translator at 
the Australian Embassy, but 
events suggest she could also 
be a Chinese operative ... 

Casting concept: 
Margot Robbie 



Or it’s even possible she’s 
a triple agent working for 
Sydney, for Peking, and 
for Brune’s father, the 
head spymaster at the 
CIA in Washington.



Brune’s ultimate mission: to delay America’s 
entry into the coming Vietnam War. 



He almost succeeds, before he vanishes on 
a holiday weekend in the jungle, leading to 
the most dramatic manhunt in the history of 
Southeast Asia. 



JH (in green T-shirt) on location in Indonesia, 
directing the cast of in 110°F.

The twis ts and turns, 
dangers and temptations 
that precede (and follow) 
Brune’s disappearance 
involve a slew of engaging 
characters, including: 



Brune’s  
Thai chauffeur,  

Krit, 
a young man with  
a secret agenda. 

Casting Concept: 
Maurio Mauer 



Jinghua,  
Brune’s best customer  

in the Bangkok dress shop, 
a Chinese national 

and almost certainly a 
better spy than Brune is. 

Casting Concept: 
Zhang Ziyi 



Terrence,  
Brune’s droll if  

world-weary lawyer.  
Another expat who’s 
made his career in 

Thailand. 

Casting Concept: 
Bill Murray 



and 
Brune’s father, 
CIA spymaster 

Admiral O’Bryan 

Casting Concept: 
Viggo Mortensen 



This is the real-life  Jim Thompson’s 
famous villa and art collection  

on a Bangkok klong.  

One of Thailand’s top tourist 
attractions to this day.



Jim Thompson himself was 
never found, but in our story, 
Brune’s fate is fully revealed. 

Was he betrayed by the 
woman he loves or did she 
s e c r e t l y s a ve h i m f r o m 
assassination  

Is he living out his life in the 
misery of a North Vietnamese 
prison or on the paradise of a 
Thai island? 



Is he alone?



Or together with the 
woman of his dreams?   

“The Fourth Option”  
tells the tale … 

… ending with a rescue,  
a marriage, and a  
beautiful baby boy.  

It’s a glamorous spy 
romance that grows into 
a story of redemption, 
family, and true love. 
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welcome  
to: 

THE  
BOON- 
IVERSE



the 
new  
sci-fi 

fantasy 
media 

franchise 
from 

filmmaker 
John 

Huddles 



BLASTING OFF WITH …



BOON  
ON  
THE  

MOON 
[THE KIDS’ BOOK] 



搬家到⽉球

约翰·赫德斯



Chinese Publication Date: 
TBD 

U.S. PUBLICATION DATE: 
 March 4, 2020 



From the  
award-winning 

independent press:  
Notable Kids 
Publishing.



THE 
REVIEWS …



“… the prose and action  
are fast-paced …”

“Huddles’ literary debut is a brisk,  
delightful story.” 

“Exemplary characters enliven  
a comical lunar romp.”  

— Kirkus Reviews



“A boy and his robot move to Earth’s moon in 
John Huddles’s wonderful Boon on the Moon.”  

“Combining innocent 
wonder with hard science, 

Boon on the Moon is a 
terrific and memorable 

science fiction tale.”  

— Foreword Reviews



“[A] high-octane adventure novel … chock-full of 
moments of Boon getting into trouble … a fantastic 

tale for middle-grade readers to devour.” 
	 	 	 	 	 	  

—K.C. Finn, USA Today Bestselling Author of “The Mind’s Eye”	

“Whimsical … fun … highly imaginative … all the right 
ingredients. … A fantastic first tale from the Booniverse.” 
	 	 	  
	 	 	 	 —Lit Amri for Readers’ Favorite Reviews

“ “

“ “



“Filled with action, adventure, and an awesome 
hero. … A great work of fiction for tweens. … Middle 

School students will devour it in a single sitting.” 
	 	 	 	 	 	  

—Rabia Tanveer for Readers’ Favorite Reviews

“

“



THE  
LIVE-ACTION 
BIG-BUDGET 

FILM  
WILL 

FOLLOW 
THE  

BOOK …



The 
Story:



A boy.



His robot.



The 
lunar 

colony 
they 
just 

moved 
to.

The 
lunar 

colony 
they 
just 

moved 
to.



And a space-tsunami  
heading straight for  

the Moon.



This  
could be 

bad. 



MAIN 
CHARACTERS 

ON THE 
MOON: 



XING-XING 
TANG: 

The coolest (and bravest) teenager  
in the whole lunar colony ... 

....and one of very few people 
actually born on the Moon. 

(Meaning she’s not just a Lunarite, 
she’s a native “Lunarian.”)  

Nobody knows the Moon  
better than Xing-Xing. 



TAJI 
BARNETT: 

Boon’s adopted brother 
and the girl-craziest 
teenager off-Earth. 



LUCKY  
VON 

STROGANOFF: 

A gem dealer  
from London  

sent to the Moon  
by his father to buy 

lunar diamonds.  
(Lucky tends to vomit 
in space and would 

rather be on  
terra firma, 

preferably in his box 
at the opera.)  



HONEYBUN 
BAJPAI  

from Jaipur, India:  

Boon’s new classmate 
on the Moon, a girl 

who can tell her 
meteoroids  

from her meteorites. 

(She has a  
genius I.Q.--but she’s 

also super-nice.) 



Zahra Haddad: 
Fleet Admiral of the 

Astral Corps 
(seen here off-duty). 



JING TANG: 
Previously a 
top Chinese 
diplomat,  
now the 
brilliant  

Governor of 
the Moon and  
Head of the 

Lunar League. 
(He’s also Xing-

Xing’s dad.) 

This is his 
portrait by the 
space-artist, 
“Mwangi.”



JOSÉ IGNACIO: 

Boon’s seven-foot-tall 
robotic frenemy,  

(seen here with his cranium 
removed for cleaning).



In reality, José Ignacio is just  
a twelve-inch toy, which we 

remember every time anyone 
other than Boon looks at him.  



And our 
ten-year-old  

disaster-magnet,  

Byron  
“Boon” 
Barnett,  
seen here  

wearing his  
moonsuit.



Boon in his bedroom back on Earth.



Boon’s family’s beach house on Earth. 



THE  
MERCHANDISING: 



Toys 
+ 

Tie-Ins 

Video Games + Apps

Space-Nibbles 

 



The 
Timing:



MOON-MANIA  
is heating up. 

The U.S. … 
China ... 
India … 

The U.A.E. … 

... are all planning new 
missions to the Moon, 

to Mars, and into  
deep space, COVID-19 

notwithstanding. 

The Booniverse will 
sync up with and 

capitalize on 
worldwide interest in 
all things lunar and 

space-related.



BOON



ON 



THE MOON …



a new media franchise: 

… is the launch of  



The
BOON- 
IVERSE
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